In space of d ordinary and d Grassmann coordinates, with d ≥ 15, the charges unify with the spin: the Lorentz group SO(1, d−1) in Grassmann space manifests under certain conditions as SO(1, 3) (in d = 4 subspace) times SO(10) ⊃ SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) (in the rest of the space), accordingly the symmetry group of the S -matrix, which is approximately unitary in d = 4 ordinary subspace, manifests as the direct product of the Poincaré group in d = 4 subspace and the groups describing charges.
The fact that ordinary space-time is not sufficient to describe dynamics of our world was first recognized in 1925, when in addition to the infinite dimensional vector space, spanned over ordinary coordinate space, a space of two vectors -the internal space of the fermionic spin, was introduced 1 . Since then the internal space of fermions was enlarged to be able to describe particle -antiparticle degrees of freedom 2 or their handedness (in 1928), the weak charge 3 (1932) and the colour charge 4 (1964) . The unification of electromagnetic and weak interactions makes clear that also the electromagnetic charge origins in the internal space 5 . The internal space of bosons grew more or less parallel to the internal space of fermions.
Theories connect all symmetries or the coresponding properties, appearing in physics, with appropriate groups and define accordingly quantum numbers: The spin is connected with the Lorentz group SO (1, 3) . Charges are connected with the group U(1) ( the electromagnetic symmetry), SU(2) ( the weak symmetry) and SU(3) ( the colour symmetry).
In ordinary space time only vectorial types of representations for the Lorentz group are possible: the generators of the infinitesimal transformations L mn = (x m p n − x n p m ) define intiger angular momenta. For the internal spaces two types of representations for either the Lorentz group or the groups describing charges are required: the fundamental and the adjoint. Fundamental representations are used to describe the internal space of fermions. Adjoint representations are used to describe the internal space of bosons -the gauge vector fields. To each type of representations singlets are added, in order to describe fermions and bosons which don't manifest the colour or the weak charge.
Generators of the infinitesimal transformations of the Lorentz group M mn and the groups defining charges τ 
The infinitesimal generators of the Lorentz group SO(1, 3):
while τ Ai , which are the infinitesimal generators of the groups SU(3), SU(2) and U(1), fulfil the commutation relations
All operators in Eqs. (4, 5) have an even Grassmann character. If we define †
and M k− define the left handed and the right handed representations of the Lorentz group of either fundamental or adjoint types.
Let S mn and T Ai stand for the operators, defining the fundamental representations of the Lorentz group and the group SU(N A ), respectively, and let S mn and T Ai stand for operators defining the adjoint representations of the corresponding groups. Both types of operators fulfil the algebra of Eqs.(4,5), respectively. Operators of the adjoint representations are determined by the structure constants of the groups. To see this for the Lorentz group SO(1, 3), we take into account the SU(2) × SU(2) structure of this group, presented above. We find ( Modern theories try to unify the internal spaces of charges, but they don't unify the internal spaces of charges with the internal space of spins, although it seems tempting to generalize Eq.(1) in a d dimensional space time as follows: so that for the operators τ Ai the commutation relations of Eq.(5) are valid. This kind of unification of spins and charges was proposed in ref.
6,7 within the approach that space time has d ordinary commuting ( In this paper we comment on fermionic and bosonic representations, defined by these two kinds of operators, from the point of view of the Electroweak Standard Model and on a "no go" theorem 8, 9 . A more ellaborate version will be published in a separate paper 7 .
Let us briefly present the approach. 
, where constants α 0 , α a 1 a 2 ..a i are complex numbers.
On this linear space we define the following linear operators 6 :
According to Eqs.(3,6) we find ( We see that θ a and p θa form a Grassmann odd Heisenberg algebra, whileã a andã a form the Clifford algebra.)
Any of the two bilinear forms
with [A, B] := AB − BA, close the algebra of the Lorentz group SO(1, d − 1) ( Eq. (4)) and define what we call ıthe spinorial representations of the Lorentz group and of subgroups of the Lorentz group. 6, 7 We use these representations to describe spins and charges of fermionic fields. In this paper we shall make use of onlyS ab . We shall therefore omit the sign (˜) and write a a and S ab for the corresponding operators, using the symbol, which we introduced for operators, decribing the fundamental representations.
The operators
close the algebra of Eq. (4) and define what we call the vectorial representations of the Lorentz group SO(1, d − 1) and of subgroups of this group. 7 We use these representations to describe spins and charges of bosonic fields. For the vectorial operators the symbol is used, which was introdused for operators of the adjoint representations.
Both kinds of operators are, according to Eqs.(6), bilinear forms of differential operators. It can be proved for d = 2n, where n is an integer, that
, are among invariants of the Lorentz group:
According to Eqs.(1`, 2`a, 2`b) the algebra of the group SO(1, 14) contains as subalgebras the algebras of subgroups SO(1, 4) and SO (10) . The group SO(1, 4) rather then the group SO(1, 3) will be used to describe the spin of fermionic and bosonic fields, the group SO(10), containing subgroups SU(3), SU(2), U(1), will be used to describe the charges of fermionic and bosonic fields. The generators of SO (1, 3) , which is the subgroup of SO(1, 4), determine spins of fermionic (S mn , m, n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},) and of bosonic ( S mn , m, n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},) fields. The remaining generators of group SO (1, 4) , that is M 5m , m ∈ {0, .., 3} , will be denoted by a special name γ a := −2iM 5a . In the case of generators of spinorial character, γ m = −2iS 5m = a 5 a m may be recognized as the Dirac γ m matrices, with all the desired properties § . Looking for the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) structure of the group SO(10) in accordance with Eqs. (2`a, 2`b) , where operators τ 1i , τ 2i , τ 3i close the subalgebras according to Eq.(5) and the coefficients f 1ijk , ε ijk are the structure constants of the groups SU(3), SU(2), respectively, one finds: Operators τ Ai , A ∈ {1, ..,
representations. To find the irreducible representations of the group SO(1, 14) in terms of subgroups SO(1, 4) × SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1), the eigenvalue problem for the Casimir operators and all the commuting operators for each of subgroups has to be solved:
where A i and A i stand for r commuting operators of spinorial and vectorial character, respectively and a singlets singlets 0, ±1 Table I . The eigenvalues of the spinorial operator T 31 forming the algebra of the group of U(1) (Eq. (9)), with M ab = S ab , for the representations, which are the direct products of the spinorial representations of the group SU(3) and the group SU(2). Index a runs over different triplets or singlets belonging to the group SU(3) and index i runs within the same triplet. Index b runs over different doublets or singlets of the group SU(2) and j within the same doublet 7 . For the vectorial case, one finds 7 a scalar, a pseudoscalar and two three vectors, one left and one right handed, and two four vectors. Each of them can be an octet, a triplet or a To orthonormalize vectors, the inner product has to be defined 6 . * * In the cannonical quantization of fields spinorial representations should quantize to fermions, vectorial to bosons. singlet with respect to SU(3), or a triplet, a doublet or a singlet with respect to SU(2), while the possible values for the U(1) charge are presented on Table II .
For d = 15, Grassmann space offers all the representations needed in the Electroweak Standard Model to describe fermions, gauge fields and Higgs scalars
7 . We find left handed spinors, which are SU(3) triplets and SU(2) doublets with U(1) charge equal to ± 1 6 and right handed spinors, which are SU(3) triplets and SU(2) singlets with U(1) charge equal to ± 2 3 and ∓ 1 3 , needed to describe quarks, left handed spinors, which are SU(3) singlets and SU(2) doublets with U(1) charge equal to ∓ 1 2 and right handed spinors, which are SU(3) singlets and SU(2) singlets with U(1) charge equal to ∓1, needed to describe leptons. Since there are four four spinors, the approach predicts, if quarks and leptons are elementary fields, four rather then three families. (9), with M ab = S ab , for the vectorial representations which are the direct product of representations of the group SU(3) and the group SU(2). Index a runs over different octets, triplets and singlets, index i within the octet and the triplet. Index b runs over different triplets, doublets and singlets, j within the triplet or the doublet.
We find left and right handed three vectors, which are SU(3) octets and SU(2) singlets with U(1) charge equal zero, needed to describe gluons, left handed three vectors, which are SU(3) singlets and SU(2) triplets with U(1) charge equal zero, needed to describe weak bosons and left and right handed three vectors, SU(3) and SU(2) singlets with U(1) charge equal zero, needed to describe the U(1) field.
We find also scalars, which are SU(3) singlets and SU(2) doublets, needed to describe Higgs fields.
In this approach there is more representations than needed in the Electroweak Standard Model. The detailed study of those will be presented elsewhere 7 . The structure of the Grassmann space, with the limited number of vectors, however, limits the possible representations allowed by the group theory, offering only representations of groups, which are subgroups of the group SO(1, d − 1).
Let us point out that among the representations of SO(1, 14) ⊃ SO(1, 3) × SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) one can find no bosinos, which would be SU(3) octets or SU(2) triplets, required by supersymmetric extensions of the Electroweak Standard Model. These models assume the existence of fermions, which are in the adjoint representations with respect to groups determining charges. They require also the existence of sfermions, that is bosons, which are in the fundamental representations with respect to groups determining charges.
It looks like that unification of spins and charges doesn't support the simplified version of a supersymmetry, unless bosinos are constituent fields, which would mean that all known fields are constituent fields as well. The proposed approach does manifest supersymmetry 6 : there are equal number of Grassmann odd (2 d−1 ) and Grassmann even representations(2 d−1 ). Gravitons and gravitinos appear as tensor fields 6 . The approach, in which spins and charges unify, suggests the unification of all interactions: Yang-Mills fields with gravity. To see this, let us look at the equation of motion for a massless spinorial particle in d dimensional ordinary and d dimensional Grassmann space in the presence of a gravitational field 6 :
with
Vielbeins e a µ and their inverses f 6 . Under special conditions, when vielbeins have a block structure
and depend only on x α and θ a , α ∈ {0, .., 3}, while spin connetions ω abα fulfil the equations ω hkα = 2c
Ai hk A Ai α , h, k ∈ {6, .., d}, α ∈ {0, .., 3}, which according to Eqs.(2`) means that most of ω hkα are equal to zero, while those nonzero values are expressible with gauge fields A Ai α (the number of these fields is 12 for each α: 8 for SU(3), 3 for SU(2) and 1 for U(1)), the gravitational field in d dimensional ordinary and d dimensional Grassmann space time manifests in the four dimensional (sub)space time as an ordinary gravity and Yang-Mills gauge fields † † . We find
α one easily sees that Eq.(11) manifests the Dirac equation for a particle, whose spin is determined by S mn , m, n ∈ {0, .., 3} and whose Yang-Mills charges are determined by S hk , in the presence of only gauge fields. In the proposed theory charges as well as spins are determined by the generators of the Lorentz transformations in Grassmann space. Spin connections (Eq.(11c)) rather than vielbeins determine gauge fields. † † Let us point out that the vielbein structure from Eq.(11b) is not the one proposed by ordinary KaluzaKlein theories 10 . In Kaluza-Klein theories the nondiagonal vielbeins determine Yang-Mills fields.
Since this paper suggests the unification of spins and charges within the group SO(1, 14), and since the paper of Colemann and Mandula 8 together with the paper of Haag,Lopuszański and Sohnius 9 speaks against it, convincing the physical community that it is no hope for this kind of unification, let us comment on this "no go" theorem.
To assure the reader that there is no contradiction between the proposed unification and the "no go" theorem it is only needed to say that the dynamics of fields in our approach is defined in a d dimensional ordinary ( and d dimensional Grassmann) space so that the scattering matrix, defined in a similar way as in Ref.
8 , is unitary in d rather then in four ordinary dimensions, as assumed in the "no go" theorem 8, 9 . If all the coordinates but four are compactified, as we already have assumed, then at energies (of scattering particles in a center of mass coordinate system), low compared to the inverse radii of the subspace of d-4 dimensions, the S -matrix manifests approximately as an unitary matrix in a four dimensional subspace, and as an analytic function of only the four momenta p m , m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, with the connected symmetry group isomorfic to the direct product of the Poincaré group in four dimensions and the groups defining charges in d-4 Grassmann dimensions † † . At such energies the Poincaré group in a d dimensional space manifests as the direct product of the Poincaré group in a four dimensional subspace and the groups describing charges in the way we have commented above. This is what the theorem of Colemann and Mandula states for: If the Poincaré transformations in four dimensional space should not transform one charge degree of freedom into another ( Coleman and Mandula speak about particle types or different irreducible representations of the Poincaré group ), the generators of the Poincaré group and the internal group should commute.
With the growing energy, however, not only the S matrix would start to manifest the unitarity in the d dimensional space, but charges and spins start to manifest as a part of the Lorentz group in the d dimensional ordinary and Grassmann space.
